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Chapter 1 : Ramblings of a Chaotic Mind
Ramble on! The wheels in your head are always turning, so grab The Creative Rambling Of A Restless Mind Journal
and jot down some of your thoughts and ideas before they disappear.

Anyway I am back for a while but I would soon be missing in action again. As you know, US decided in their
mind that I am not worthy of stepping into their country for now! I have to say a big thank you to all my peeps
that were angry on my behalf about the whole visa issue. You guys are the bomb. I got some suggestions to go
to places like Zanzibar, morocco and the likes. And I think they sound and look like wonderful places. I have
seen pictures of Zanzibar, morocco and turkey and I think they are beautiful. I would research on how to go
there and start a savings plan so that I can afford to go to these places. I hope my plan sounds like a cool one.
So I read an article on a days happy challenge in which people upload pictures of one item that makes them
happy on instagram. To me, these are things big or small that makes me smile or happy. It could be a drink or
food or snack or clothes or item or bible verse. It could be anything. I think I would join the challenge in May,
a brand new month, a brand new look on life. It has officially become my second best Ghanaian movie. I was
actually interested in it because of the story line and the main actress, Yvonne Okoro. And Yvonne was the
producer so you can imagine, the film was tight for an African film. She was able to get some companies to
sponsor the movie. Even before I saw the credits which stated that i was right, it was obvious. It was a very
nice job. But, there is always a but with me. I noticed that the lead actress had the same hair and same nail
polish colour for 9 months. That detail skipped their mind? For 9 months, the hair was still the same and
intact? However it was a cool movie. I have to go now. I am on call and the wire connection to the lights and
fan are not working so I am presently in the dark. Oh well, the worst thing that can happen is that I would
leave my intern and go home. Thanks for stopping by.
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Chapter 2 : Account Suspended
out of 5 stars journal of a rambling mind. january 1, southern humor at it's best. down to earth easy to read
short,neat,amazing,amusing,suspensful and.

Among the recommended books â€” well known authors- Crowther â€” Story of Money, Gilchrist â€” on
monetary and other theories J. Keyns had burst on the economic scene â€” with his classic â€” General Theory
of Employment. I should mention as part of the theory courses â€” we had to study â€” Growth of Economic
Thought. S Dhekne and R. Papers, perhaps one of them taught Political Science. The book for this â€” Harold
Laski â€” Grammer of Politics. Jawahar Lal Nehru was one of the person influenced by Harold Laski. While I
read both of these books. I relied mainly on Wadia and Merchant, read â€” D. Sawakar â€” Economic History,
S. Public Exam of Bombay University. For the first two years â€” Kannada and Sanskrit actually a choice I
exercised at High School were the compulsory papers. So, also English for six years â€” compulsory. I may
repeat, if I wrote earlier, that I studied at a Govt. Bhaskar â€” taught English. Jagirdar had a degree from
London University. I have always, for a longtime at least, felt uncomfortable when talking and writing in
English. You may call it â€” inferiority Complex because I had not been to English Medium big name schools.
Though Karnatak College â€” Dharwad was on of the five colleges run directly by Bombay Govt and was
very well known. Playright, theatre personality, actor, director- Girish Karnad also studied at Sirsi and the
same college where I studied. He however had no problem in speaking, writing in English. He originally wrote
in Kannada, his dramas. Later translated in English and then it was translated in other Indian languages. His
mother tongue is Konkani. He can speak well in Marathi. He addressed Marathi literary conference in Marathi.
I am not that talented. I can now, write and speak in English reasonably well. Can speak and write in Kannada.
And can read and speak Hindi, read Marathi to a great extent - follow pc of what I read; I can understand
Konakni, Gujarathi and Punjabi to a limited extent. Joshi was the General Secretary until â€” afterwards B.
Ranadive â€” displacing him on ideological grounds. More militant and political line. The Party was banned,
many leaders went underground and some were arrested and put in jails. Shiva Rao also went underground with a secret new name - using my address for secret party correspondence. The pamphlet quit gor got me lot
of publicity among Sirsi friends and literary circles. I had not organised the procession, - only participated. But
the English teacher at the high school â€” S. Sadanand, published from Bombay. I was surprised to find that it
was published while reading the weekly at the local library. Next surprise â€” received an honorarium of Rs.
The editor, Frieda Bedi had asked the principal who in turn asked me to write. I had used two or three brief
case illustrations in my article. The editor, mother of Kabir Bedi â€” Actor, edited out most part of it and
retained the case illustrations â€” which were printed prominently. Subsequently â€” following a decision of
staff meeting â€” that there should be regular seminars based on a paper written by a staff member. I took the
challenge â€” worked hard â€” read a great deal and produced a first draft of closely type single space 30
pages â€” K. Raizada did the typing. I gave it to MSG for comments. Based on those I was to revise the paper.
His one comment â€” I did not accept- did not agree. I had followed the universally accepted academic
practice of referring to an author â€” Celebrity be may be â€” by the last name e. Gandhi, without prefix or
suffix. I have been influenced by Gandhi as a teenager, to this day I hold him in high respect. But I felt I had
not made any mistake â€” showed any disrespect. There was another comment â€” also not acceptable to me.
He Albert Schweitzer had three doctorates â€” one from Indian Philosophy! Quote â€” someone like S.
Hriyanna of Mysore University. I was told not an authority, but he became so, when MSG felt the need to
quote him! A negative feeling developed in my mind about MSG â€” due to this episode, which perhaps,
influenced my academic relationship with him. Outcome of this was is my first major professional paper â€”
on social case work, remains unpublished to this day. Aptekar - as sought by me, gave his opinion that the M.
Some revision would have been there. I had thought of sending this M. But, would do so if invited. My articles
published in J. All of them are invitational articles. Two articles â€” one on supervision and the other â€”
review article on G. Wadia, planned a book on the occasion of its silver jubilee, History and Philosophy of
Social Work in India, I was chosen â€” a great honour at that time youngest, I was years of age, and had been
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a teacher at D. I could guess Dr. She wrote on social casework. This article on medical Social Work is the first
major published article on Social Work by me. It brought a good deal of reputation as a young academic and I
began to be noticed â€” invited for articles. She wrote - that she would not have accepted the invitation
because she had decided not to write for S. F for some reason, but would do so as I had invited her. A
reciprocal gesture because I have declined an invitation because of MSG. I was invited by K. SWF was behind
schedule, two issues had not come out and financially in debt. That was what happened. I brought out SWF on
schedule â€” making up the back log, ensured that the journal kept to the schedule, improved the quality â€”
by way of articles, increased the number of subscribers, got Mrs. Bala helped new Advts. Readers liked this
and other changes I introduced. I got compliments from wellknown professional like V. After 18 months â€”
infact two years because of back log I insisted that I should be relieved of Editor. There was no debt and there
was a small balance handed over. When I was Editor â€” B. This worked well for some years â€” ended when
SWF, after me once again became irregular and journal not reaching foreign Journals who had agreed for the
exchange. I consider this phase of my professional career â€” an important achievement and a contribution to
the profession. Post â€” Script Slice of Life â€” was a continuation of this writing. Glimpses of My Life â€”
but not autobiography.
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Chapter 3 : Mr. Joseph's Blog: The Journal of the Rambling Black Man
Weird Ramblings From A Warped Mind April 14, posted by Thom in Uncategorized ~ I think I've decided I'm more of a
no-getter. ~ My sock keeps sliding down inside my shoe, so I really don't want to hear about your petty problems. ~ In
my family circles, I'm known by the nickname "Issues." ~ Tomorrow.

The same was true for revoking, altering or reviving a will: As a result, the British Columbia Law Institute
recommended the introduction of a dispensing power to relieve against the consequences of non-compliance
with testamentary formalities as part of a general reform of wills and estate administration law: However,
unlike the curative provisions in some provinces, s. Regardless of its form, if the court grants an order under s.
George and several other Manitoba authorities are reviewed in Estate of Young, which review need not be
repeated. Their import is summarized at paras. Two principal issues for consideration emerge from the post
Manitoba authorities. The first in an obvious threshold issue: A deliberate or fixed and final intention is not
the equivalent of an irrevocable intention, given that a will, by its nature, is revocable until the death of its
maker. Rather, the intention must be fixed and final at the material time, which will vary depending on the
circumstances. A wide range of factors may be relevant to establishing their existence in a particular case. The
Material Time [37] In many cases, as here, the material time for determining testamentary intentions on a s.
However, as noted in Estate of Young, depending on the circumstances, the material time may vary on this
key issue. For example, after creating a document, a will-maker may, by words or actions, manifest a fixed
and final intention that it expresses how his or her property is to be disposed of on death and thus that it
operates as a will. Toronto General Trusts Corporation, [] S. Sweeney, NSSC at para. Fong, NSSC at para.
Accordingly, the ordinary rules of admissibility apply. Bryant and Michelle K. Fuerst, The Law of Evidence in
Canada 4th ed. Relevance must, therefore, be assessed on a case-by-case basis. White, SCC The task is
inherently challenging because the person best able to speak to these intentions â€” the deceased â€” is not
available to testify. In addition, by their nature, the sorts of documents being assessed will likely not have been
created with legal assistance. Accordingly, extrinsic evidence of testamentary intent is admissible on the
inquiry: Gardiner , 75 D. As is apparent from the case authorities, this may well include extrinsic evidence of
events that occurred before, when and after the document was created: Brophy , 50 E. She considered the
words and form of the Will in detail, together with the large and varied body of extrinsic evidence of events
that occurred before, when and after it was made. The focus of her analysis was Ms. On balance, she
concluded that it did not represent a deliberate and final expression of Ms. However, after balancing those
factors with others to contrary effect, she simply was not persuaded by their arguments or the validity of their
position. I see no error in the manner in which she reached this conclusion or in her interpretation of the
evidence and its overall import. While not necessarily dispositive, each item of impugned evidence tended to
increase the likelihood that the Will did not express her final intentions for the disposal of her property on
death. For example, although she was not obliged to leave bequests to her nieces, she had previously done so
in the Will and an explanation for the change and some form of express revocation might reasonably have
been expected, but both were absent: As a matter of logic and human experience, their absence tended to make
it more likely that the Will did not express Ms. He has spent more than 45 years helping the disinherited
contest wills and transfers â€” and win. He is a mentor to young entrepreneurs and an art buff who supports
starving artists the world over. He has an eye for talent and a heart for giving back.
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Chapter 4 : Parts of a rambling oration - English Crosswords
The Creative Ramblings of a Restless Mind Journal [Kim Bagwill] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. New from The Frantic Meerkat! This journal will make you the envy of the coffee shop with its faux
vintage cover and eye-catching gold lettering.

University of Illinois Press. Although his publications range from folktales to toasts, he is best known as a
blues scholar and advocate whose work ranges from the stringently scholarly to the popular, including books,
Grammy-award winning liner notes, a user-friendly guide to the blues, and a column in a leading popular
blues magazine. This collection, however, lists towards the scholarly with a decidedly musicological cast.
Four of the essays were previously published in American Music. The collection covers a cross section of
intriguing blues-related topics; moreover, it has an international flavor with a third of the contributors working
out of Europe. Elliott Hurwitt helps resurrect an equally important figure in blues history. Although he was not
a performer, Abbe Niles, best known as W. Using an approach popularized by Guido Van Rijn, Bob Groom
looks to selected blues and gospel recordings issued from the end of World War II through the Korean conflict
that he sees as reflecting a theme of disillusionment. Essentially, this approach views historical events through
a blues filter for example, Uncle Sam taking your man, or leaving your woman behind to cheat with Jody ,
leading one to ask how much of what is presented relates to blues in general rather than reflecting a
historically specific African American mood. One could also question the selection process. Could one, for
example, assemble a more upbeat collection of songs from the same era? He is, after all, a folklorist and, like
the Abbot and Seroff essay, his work actually offers a new perspective expanding our understanding of a
regional urban music culture. Along with the work of fellow folklorist Roger Wood, Minton is helping push
blues scholarship beyond the Delta-to-Chicago continuum. His research gets far beyond the traditional West
African Savannah region and is based on remarkably extensive fieldwork. Cohen demonstrates how an
extensive sample of guitarists can be categorized according to hand posture to help us better understand such
concepts as regional style. His exhaustive effort results in a reasonable, useful typology. Finally, three essays
are song studies. A thought-provoking act of interpretation, the author does the song justice. Of all the essays,
this offers the most gender-related perspective. In conclusion, the ten essays in the book make for intriguing, if
at times challenging, reading. However, if one is willing to put in the effort, the results are generally
rewarding. This applies especially to graduate students who should find plenty of grist for their academic mills
in this serious and carefully annotated collection. This site is best viewed in Google Chrome , Firefox 3 , and
Safari 4. If you are having difficulty viewing the site, please upgrade your browser by clicking the appropriate
link. Last revised June 21,
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Chapter 5 : jester journals | Weird Ramblings from a Warped Mind
Ramblin' on My Mind is an anthology of ten excellent studies on the blues that fills an important gap in scholarship. The
book proves that blues music offers scholars a wealth of issues to explore and that blues scholarship is a dynamic area
for research.

Sometimes I feel myself succumbing to the darkness, swallowing me whole. Imagine feeling numb no
connection to those you care for in your life. Next add waves of soothing depression. Dark seas of hate,
sadness, lust, emptiness and loneliness. Jumping back and fourth at a rapid pace between caring too much and
not at all. The consequences of your wake wait patiently for when life turns around. Even if it feels impossible
deep down you know it will turn around if only for a little while. Until then you wallow and hope no one
strums your triggers, causing a far worse reaction then wallowing in your misery. And what the fuck are you
doing with your life? Can you see it? Remember to pretend to be okay. Is my condition the result of life or
was I predestined before I was born? I can hear its laughter though, echoing throughout my ears. Rattling my
anxious mind. I never say that though. Lost and broken I tread through the filthy waters at my feet. Where
does this drive to survive come from? I feel numb and hopeless. Depressed and angry but yet something
pushes me onward. Priming its teeth to sink deep into me to feed my sadness and steal my joy. I demand
attempting to slow my ever beating heart. Everything in me screams life! But why can I only feel anger and
loneliness? Wrath builds in my veins, emptiness fill my tear ducts and I begin to melt like snow on a warm
spring day. I reach out and feel no one nearby, even if they are there they are only but a ghost haunting the
good in me. I cry against my will. The darkness dances triumphantly while I squirm inside my own darkness
as it consumes me. Let me go, my mind shouts inside my skull. Barely alive I fight, I win. Not the survivor I
barely am. No one feels my struggles. I wander with no where to release my wrath. Only able to grip a hold of
it and hide it from the world. No where to release this depression for the effect it has on others. Ready to
explode always.

Chapter 6 : The Creative Ramblings of a Restless Mind Journal | National Gallery of Art Shops | calendrierd
Buy Journal of a Rambling Mind: The Selected Works of Billy Wiseman by Billy Wiseman (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Chapter 7 : Random Reflections â€” Shankar Pathak: Random Reflections of a Rambling Mind
I like to speak my mind, and I write very much like I speak, so be warned, it's a mix of pretentious ass mixed with a bit of
Pittsburghese and a whole bunch of swearing. I wish I had more pictures for this blog, but that will have to wait for my
camera to get fixed.

Chapter 8 : Mind | Oxford Academic
Day three of my bipolar and mania episode. Sigh. It's far harder than I anticipated to control my rage and depression
these days. Sometimes I feel myself succumbing to the darkness, swallowing me whole.

Chapter 9 : Journal of a Rambling Man
Random Ramblings There's been a lot going on lately, and I haven't truly been able to set aside the time to talk about it.
But, since I have a few moments of peace and quiet, I think I'm gonna do just that.
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